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Recently Iwaniec and Pintz have shown that (P,, , - P,) < Pz, where 0 = (#- 6) 
and S<&. Here it is shown that by suitable refinements in Section 3 of their paper 
one can take 6 <A. If one assumes the Selberg conjecture (the smallest positive 
eigenvalue of the non-euclidean Laplacian for Hecke congruence groups is greater 
than or equal to a), then one can obtain the improvement 6 < &, which would be 
best possible by the present form of their construction. 0 1986 Academic PISS, IK. 
1. INTR~O~JCTI~N 
Thoughout this paper the notation is the same as that in [S], and we 
restrict our attention to Section 3 of that paper. 
Let x~<L<x~-~, M, N> 1, LMN=x, 
We consider the following sums: 
4M, NJ= c a,,, c b, 1 c/. 
M<m<ZM N<nC2N x-v<hm<x 
We assume that for a certain smooth function, g(A), 
,g c,=g(J) + w4og L)rA) 
for any 2 < 2L and A > 0, the implied constant depending on A alone. Then 
the main term for &(M, N) is expected to be 
X(M, N)= 
,,,z,,,amb.(g(~)--g(~)). 
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Our aim is to show that the expected remainder term 
R(M, N) = d(M, N) - X(M, N) 
satisfies 
R(M, N) -4 y(log x) A (1.1) 
for any A > 0, subject to constraints to be formulated later. 
It is shown in [S] that to establish (1.1) it is suflicient to show 
s 2r IL(h) M(it) N(it)l dt $ x(log X))” (1.2) z 
for any A > 0 and r with r, < r < T,, where T, = (log x)~, T, = 
x’-O(log X)A+j, 
and 
M(s)= C ammps, N(s)= C annds, 
McmG2M N<n<2N 
L(h)= c c,l”+t-‘L+L(logL)-A. 
LI<I<L2 
L, = L/5 and L, = 2L for any t E (0, LB) and any A, B > 0, the implied con- 
stant depending at most on A and B. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let 
MEx215+P, N = x2/5 + Y, and 8 = 1 l/20 - 6, 
S1={(M,N)~~8e-4-~<M<N-3’4~4--e+E}, 
S: = {(M N) I (N, W E S, >. 
Assume 
1< M, N < XT-~/~, where T=x~-‘+~, 
W, NJ E (Sl n V), cl= 1. 
The following two lemmas are immediate. 
LEMMA 2.1. If 6 < &, then M, N > T213. 
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LEMMA 2.2. 
-86</4 v< 126, 
p + +J < 66, 
v + fp < 66, 
p+v<fp. 
LEMMA 2.3. For K> 1, 1 < L < T, any complex numbers dk and E > 0 
L*T”{ T+ T1/*K2 + (TL)“2K5’4} c ld,J. 
k<K 
Proof This deep result is established in [ 11, where T is arbitrary. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Propositions 14 are stated and established exactly as in [S]. As in [S], 
assume that each of the polynomials M(s) and N(s) are divisible by 
another polynomial of fairly short length, B(s) and E(s), respectively. That 
is. 
and 
where 
M,(s) = MI .,.$ccE, M, kmmpsy B(s) = 1 b,m-s E<rn<C(&)B 
N,(s) = 
N <n?C(,,N,fnn-s’ 
E(s)= 1 h,nP 
I. . ESnGC(&)E 
subject to M, B = M, N, E = N, and 
Further, let B = xb and E = xe, and let 152, ,,( U, V, W)( denote the measure 
of the set of points t E (r, 22), such that 
Y< IB(++it)( <2Y 
Z< (E(;+it)l <2Z, 
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where Y, 2 > x ’ (if B(s) s 1 or E(s) = 1, let Y = 1 or Z = 1, respectively ). 
Then 
MU, K WI d Wag x)*Oy; IQ,. y (U, V, W)l 
= F*( ZJ, V, W)(log x)“. 
By Lemma 2.1 and the argument presented in [S], we only have to con- 
sider 
Case II. 
and 
F*(U, V, W) 3 2VpZM( Y/B*) (3.1) 
F*(U, V, W)>2W-‘N(Z/E*). (3.2) 
~oPOSITION 5. If 6 < min{ A, &} and 
P+V+ 166+ 16~<(b+e)62(p+v+ 166)+X&, 
then (1.2) is true. 
Proof. Let 
H = (BE)* 
T’/2’ 
K = ( BE)‘14L1/* 
7-12 ’ Q=max(l, H, K). 1 I 
By applying Lemma 2.3, the Halasz-Montgomery-Huxley inequality and 
considering (3.1) and (3.2), one obtains 
UVWF* < UVWTi+“min V-*, W-*, V-‘pf, W-6Zhz, 
i 
U-4, u’Zpirp2Q} 
< UVWT; +E (v-‘)5(w-*)5(v-6r~)(w-“z6~) 
I 
l/16 
x (Up4)(Up4Zp2Yp2Q)3 
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< 2-i +yx l/20+ C(r+ v)- (b+e)1/16)(1 + ~306 + ~3'16) 
G (x 
1/2+~/2)(XC166+~~+v~~~b+r~7/16)(~+~3/16+~3/16) 
4 (x 
1/2+d2)(X [16a+(ll+v)-(b+e)]/16) 
+ (x 
li2 +&j2)( 
x[166+(p+~)-(b+r)+6(b+e)-33(9/40+6/2)]/16 
(log x) 
(3(A+3)/32) 
> 
f b 
112+E/2 
) 
( 
x[l6~+lp+~)-(b+~)+(l5/4)(b+e)-~3/2l(~+v)+3/10-33(9/40+S/2~l/16 
X 
(log x) 
(3(A +3)/32l 
The proof now follows from the hypotheses and the repeated application 
of Lemma 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 6. Zf S < & and 
then ( 1.2) is true. 
Prooj This follows from the hypotheses and the repeated, clever 
application of Lemma 2.2. 
Propositions 7-9 are stated and established exactly as in [8]. To 
establish Proposition 8, 6 <& is required. However, to establish 
Proposition 9, 6 < min{&, &, A, &} is required; so that 6 < & is 
required for our result overall. 
4. THE SELBERG CONJECTURE 
It is clear that the assumption of the Selberg conjecture could only have 
an effect on the proofs of Propositions 5 and 9 (cf. [ 1, p. 2041). 
In Proposition 5 the effect would be to set K= 0. But 6 < $ would still 
be needed to obtain the required estimate on the term involving H. 
If one chooses (as in [8]) 6 small enough to insure that H 6 1 for x > x0, 
then 6 has to be chosen so that 
4(+!+ 16) 6 < f(& + 6), 
which requires that 6 < &. Hence, the conjecture does not improve 
Proposition 5; so 6 < & of Proposition 6 dominates. 
There are two cases in the proof of Proposition 9 which could be influ- 
enced by the conjecture. 
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Case I. (M/G)’ 6 T, requires 6 < min{ &, =&I; and in consideration of 
the 6 < & requirement for Proposition 6, there is no point in applying the 
conjecture here to obtain improvement. 
Case II. (M/G)’ > T,, Q = G’/Tli’, Y = Qli2xh6. 
By applying Lemma 2.3 (under the assumption of the conjecture), the 
Halasz-Montgomery-Huxley inequality, and assuming the estimate 
g<0.12-$-p-v++, 
which is justified by the applications, one obtains 
UVWF* $ UVWT; += min { We2, ( Vp4Y4 (E)‘$), (Up4Ye2Q)} 
4 UVWT; +&( W- 2)‘i2 (~-4y4($)'$)1"(~-4y-2~~1~4 
& uVWT;+“( W-2)‘/2 V-4(GT;‘PXh6)‘@f 
114 
4 -2hd l/4 
(U-x 1 
1 
-GX 1/2-E/2 + (-0.03 + 6.66 + IO&)/2 
4.X 
1/2-E/2 if SQ&. 
Hence we weaken the 6 < &, requirement in this case. 
By combining all of the above results, if one assumes the Selberg conjec- 
ture, then one can take 6 < &, the limitation imposed by Proposition 6, 
whose structure limits further improvement by the present form of the con- 
struction in [S]. 
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